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DECISION AND DIRECTION OF ELECTION 
Statement of the Case 

 

On March 28, 1966, Local 1020, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO, hereinafter 
called the Petitioner, filed a petition with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations, hereinafter 
called the Board, alleging that a question or controversy had arisen concerning the representation of all 
regular employees of the office group, except supervisory employees and confidential employees, within 
the Electrical Division, Department of Public Utilities for the Town of Wallingford, hereinafter called the 
Municipal Employer, and requesting the Board to certify to the parties the name of the representative 
that has been designated or selected by said employees pursuant to Section 5 of the Municipal Employee 
Relations Act, hereinafter called the Act. 
 
On May 5, 1966, the Board held a hearing on the petition at Wallingford, Connecticut. The Municipal 
Employer appeared and was represented by Howard K. Jones, its Personnel Director. The Petitioner 
appeared and was represented by John J. Keilty, Esq., its International Representative. Full opportunity to 
be heard, to examine and cross-examine witnesses and to introduce evidence bearing upon the issues 
was afforded all parties. 
 

THE ISSUE 
 

Whether the regular employees of the office group within the Electrical Division, Department of Public 
Utilities, are to be included in or excluded from the unit presently consisting of all production employees 
of the Electrical Division, Department of Public Utilities? 
 

 
 



THE FACTS 
 

1. Before January 1, 1962, the Town of Wallingford had an electric department which was engaged in 
producing and distributing electric power to the homes and business establishments of the Town 
of Wallingford. 
 

2. The employees of the electric department, exclusive of supervisors, fell into two groups, 
production and clerical. 
 

3. The Union had been the bargaining representative for the production employees of the electric 
department since 1955 and had entered into collective bargaining agreements with the Town 
covering wages, hours, and other conditions of employment. 
 

4. Such a contract was executed in the fall of 1961 for a term to expire in October, 1963. 
 

5. In 1961 the Town, by referendum, adopted a charter which became effective on January 1, 1962. 
 

6. The Town construed this charter as precluding it from making further collective bargaining 
agreements with representatives of workers, but the Town did receive and consider 
recommendations from workers and their representatives and would, thereafter, issue 
periodically unilateral memoranda outlining the wages, hours and working conditions of various 
employee groups. 
 

7. The charter also consolidated the former electric, water and sewer departments into a single 
public utilities department "having three divisions: electric division, water division and sewer 
division", Ch. XII, Sec. 91. Separate books and accounts were to be kept for each division. Id. 98. 
 

8. The charter also set up a classified service and a department of personnel and pensions to make 
provisions for appointment, promotions, and removals of employees in the classified service 
chapters. Ch. XI, XIV. 
 

9. After the effective date of the charter, on December 27, 1962, the Union filed a petition with the 
Board requesting it, in effect, to conduct an election among "all employees representing the 
clerical staff, excluding supervisors and all other classifications in the Department of Public 
Utilities" and "certify the name of the representative". 
 

10. At that time the Board was without power to act in the premises but it had established the practice 
of tendering the good offices of its Agent to conduct such elections among employee groups of the 
Municipalities of this State upon the written agreement of all interested parties and under the 
terms and conditions stipulated in such agreement. 
 

11. The Union and the Town, acting through its personnel director, entered into such an agreement on 
March 15, 1963 which provided in pertinent part as follows: 
 
                         "The Employer and the Union mutually agree that the following  
                           classifications of employees of the Employer constitute a unit  
                          appropriate for the purposes of an election to designate the  
                          Union as the exclusive representative of: All regular employees  
                          of the office group, except supervisory employees and confidential  
                          employees." 
 



12. An election was held as provided in said agreement on March 22, 1963. In said election 14 ballots 
were cast, 9 being in favor of the Union and 5 not in favor of the Union. The Agent, the Town 
Observer, and the Union Observer thereupon certified that the election was fairly and impartially 
conducted and that the tally of votes was as above stated. 
 

13. At the time of this election the clerical employees of the electric division were housed in the 
quarters of that division. 
 

14. Since that time the Town has taken steps to consolidate and integrate the functions of all its 
clerical employees. Thus the clerical employees of all divisions of the Public Utilities Department 
have been moved to the Town Hall Annex; the billing for all divisions has been consolidated; the 
telephone service has been centralized, etc. 
 

15. The Town contemplates further integration of the functions of its clerical employees. 
 

16. The clerical employees of the electric division are, however, all under the supervision of the 
General Manager of the Electric Division and their work assignments are under his control. 
 

17. When the Union sought inclusion of the clerical employees of the electric division in the unit, it 
was pursuing its nationwide policy of representing in a single unit all non-supervisory employees 
of private electric companies and municipal electric departments included in the electric division 
unit or excluded from it. 
 

18. The Union did not "for reasons of its own" actually seek to bargain collectively for the clerical 
employees of the electric division before 1966. 
 

19. The Town claims that its efforts to consolidate and integrate the functions of its clerical employees 
will be hampered if it must deal with more than one union as their representative. 
 

20. All the clerical employees are presently members of the union. 
 

21. No petition for representation of any other clerical employees has, in fact, been filed. The only 
question is whether the clerical employees of the electric division are to be included in the 
proposed unit or excluded from it. 

 
There is here somewhat of a conflict between the legitimate claims of the Town on the one hand and the 

Union and the clerical employees of the electric division on the other. We have held (in Greenwich) 1/ 
that similar interests of the Town outweigh a union's desire to have a unit which cuts across classification 
lines and arbitrarily carves. out a part only of a single department or does at least in the absence of any 
record showing bargaining or organizational history which would justify it. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
We conclude however that the situation shown by the record in the present case is distinguishable and 
calls for a different result. Here the unit sought includes all non-supervisory employees within a single 
division with a past history of union membership and representation going back for several years. 
Moreover, the Town itself in 1963 recognized the presently claimed unit as an appropriate one; and while 
the Town is not legally bound in the present proceedings by this past action and was perfectly free 
 
1/ In the matter of Town of Greenwich, Case. No. ME-1451, Dec. No. 692. 



to change its employment practices and its mind (as, in fact, it has), nevertheless this past recognition did 
create reasonable expectations and attitudes on the part of the employees which are entitled to 
consideration in determining the community of interest which should bind together an appropriate unit. 
Moreover, here the record shows the unit to reflect the Union's nationwide pattern of representation 
whereas there was no such showing in the Greenwich record. 
 
There is also an additional factor which differentiates this case from Greenwich and makes the claimed 
unit more appropriate in the Town of Wallingford's case. In Greenwich the Town sought a townwide unit 
and resisted any attempts to have a unit cut across classification lines. The Town of Wallingford, on the 
other hand, has already recognized production workers of the Electric Division, Department of Public 
Utilities as a separate unit although this must also cut across classification lines in much the same way as 
would be the case with clerical workers. 
 

FINDINGS OF ULTIMATE FACT 
 

1. THE MUNICIPAL EMPLOYER - The Town of Wallingford (Electric Division, Department of Public 
Utilities) is a Municipal Employer. 
 

2. THE UNION - Local 1020, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO, is a labor 
organization having as a primary purpose the improvement of wages, hours and other conditions 
of employment of Municipal Employees. 
 

3. THE APPROPRIATE UNIT - We find that a unit including all non-supervisory employees of the 
Electric Division will constitute an appropriate unit if the clerical employees of said division 
choose to be included therein. On the other hand, we find that a division-wide unit is not so clearly 
indicated by the facts of record in this case as to compel inclusion of the clerical employees if they 
do not choose to be included. 

 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

 
Based upon the foregoing Findings of Ultimate Fact and upon the entire record of the proceedings, the 
Board finds and concludes as a matter of law: 
 

1. The Town of Wallingford is a Municipal Employer within the meaning of Section 1 (1) of the Act. 
 

2. Local 1020, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO is a labor organization 
within the meaning of Section 1 (3) of the Act. 
 

3. The appropriate unit described in paragraph 3 of the above Findings of Ultimate Fact constitutes 
the unit appropriate for the 
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ORDER UPON MOTIONS OF LOCAL 456, INTERNATIONAL  
BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS, CHAUFFEURS, WAREHOUSEMEN  

AND HELPERS OF AMERICA, AND DIRECTION OF THE BOARD 
 

1. The motion filed by John R. Harold, Esq., on June 20, 1966, on behalf of Local 456, International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of America, in effect, to re-
open the hearing in the above-entitled matter for newly discovered evidence is hereby denied 
since it fails to comply with Section 561-56 of the General Regulations of the Board in that it fails 
to show that there were reasonable grounds for failure to adduce such evidence at the hearing. 
 

2. The papers submitted in support of such motion do, however, raise a serious question whether 
evidence of non-essential nature may be available which might cause the Board to come to a 
different conclusion, but which was not put before the Board at the prior hearing. The Board 
therefore finds that in the interests of justice it should, on its own motion, re-open the hearing and 
take further testimony, pursuant to section 561-56 of the General Regulations of the Board. 
 

3. Pending such further hearing and a determination thereon, the Board hereby stays the election 
directed by it on June 7, 1966. 
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